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General Discussion Questions Hello, for some obvious reason the first professor in Telnor city just gives me the back starter I chose. I'm delta Blastoise. Whether it's a glitch or a bug that can be fixed as I really would like to have a Delta Charmander. If you are referring to the post-game battle you have with Prof Sylvan at the end of the game to get a second starter, I did this glitch
too and unfortunately found no solutions to it. The only option I know is to trade for it. If you are interested I could offer you one IV stone/rare candy, or you can ask the forum marketing section and/or divisive. Hello, @thePotato, the only way to get it back that I found is to have an old save file and not do daiman quests first and it worked for me. Unfortunately, I have to do a lot of
postgame quests again. I can give you free rare sweets if you want because it is easy to get battle walls. Oh yes, it's annoying. In fact, I did Damian's quest after the battle of Prof Sylvan, so I think that was messed up in front of his hand. I didn't want to mess with him so I j. asked someone for a divisive trade for me one (I needed it for shiny charm xD). Ah dw, I just offer rare
sweets as possible in trade if you want to d. Charmander as I have one and can breed one for you quite easily. @thePotato Are you also trying to finish pokedex? Me too. How many pokedex records you have, and if you have more than me, can you help me with it as I kinda stuck on the thing. I actually finished pokedex so I could help and with whatever you want. The only thing
is that I need time to breed (currently trying to breed shiny lol), so I usually ask for items in return (hence the request for rare sweets). @thePotato You're so good! Pokedex is so hard and annoying to finish. I currently have 487 pokedex records and I'm just trying to catch some of the Holon Region Deltas. Also one thing I have shining on my broken account, but its just shiny
Carrcosta. I think I'll trade you this Delta Charmander, but you have to teach me how to trade. Hahaha yes it took me over 3 yrs to finish (I've got probably a 300+ hour rebellion as of now?), but it was worth xD. I can really teach you how to trade! Is the broken account one you were referencing that didn't give you a charmander laying? And shiny, I can breed a few people if you
have others you want too. Yes, it was one without Delta Charmander and a quick question, I did a mission at 6 Brodcast Tower and I don't know how to find Latios Wdym? How are you stuck at the beginning of the puzzle? If you're open to spoilers, scroll down to Mission 6 on this wiki page: Pokemon Rebellion Wiki Suntouched City Broadcast Tower is a two-story tower located at
cloud level in Suntouched City. It is responsible for to locations around the world. If not, I can try to help you walk through it, you just need to send me screenshots of where you are. Oh its ok I just figured it out as you got a heart swap manaphy statue oh good, yes you got it. Lmk if you're still interested in my suggestion about mons, cuz it takes me a little breed and hatches them
that I want to start that soon :)) 1 Like I latios caught in snorting ball! Wow! I never really caught anything with a snoring ball, much less legendary? That's awesome, congrats man xD 1 Like @thePotato sorry, but my broken account had a glitch in Holon Forest and i cant do anything about it, which means I had to make progress on my next one. So I can't really give you a shiny
and sorry for the late reply (I'm lvl 1 forums that cant send too many posts) haha no problem, do you need help to understand that glitch? and DW on it so basically in the tree trunk of the Holon region and he asks if you want to crawl into it. I said no, but I couldn't move and do anything. But now I'm just finishing the quest after the game: Missingo, Taen and Holon. I'm getting broke
by buying snore balls and ancient balls from professor's pine, so anyway can I get the money quickly? So you just can't move? Can you do something else like using dex nav or something? And so either sonata tracks or memory camera dexnav is super easy money. One run sonata tracks w Devon Corps sponsor gives u enough shiny ball (10K) and more than 1k extra :)) oh ok
and yes i cant move to use the memory camera dexnav that all your mons weak and then you will be transported to the nearest Pokemon Center next page → Miara City to {{{variable2}}} Map description [[| Miara town gym]] - Torren Gym #{{{gymno}}} [[File:{{{{leadersprite}}}}{ {{leader}}}| link={{{leader}}}][{{{{leader}}}}{{ {{leader}}}]] {{leader}}}]] {{leader}}}]] {{ No specialty type [[File:
{{{badge}}} Badge.png|70px|{ {{Bullet}}} Bullet|Link=Bullet#{{{badge}}} Bullet][[Bullet#{{{badge}}} Bullet|{ {{Bullet}}} Bullet]] [[| Miara town gym]] - Torren Gym #{{{gymno}}} [[File:{{{{leadersprite2}}}{{ {{leader2}}}} | link={{{leader2}}}]][{{{leader2}}}{{ {{leader2}}}]] {{leader2}}}]] {{leader2}}}]] {{ Unknown type of professional gym [[File:{{{{badge}}} Badge.png|70px|{ {{Bullet}}}
Bullet|Link=Bullet#{{{badge}}} Bullet][[Bullet#{{{badge}}} Bullet|{ {{Bullet}}} Bullet]] [[| Miara Town Gym]] - Torren Gym #{{{gymno}}} [[File:{{{{leadersprite3}}}{ {{leader3}}}| link={{{leader3}}}]][{{{leader3}}}{{ {{leader3}}}]] {{leader3}}}]] {{leader3}}}]] {{ Unknown type of professional gym [[File:{{{{badge}}} Badge.png|70px|{ {{Bullet}}} Bullet|Link=Bullet#{{{badge}}} Bullet][[Bullet#{{{badge}}}
{{Bullet}}} Bullet]] [[| League]] [[File:{{{elite1sprite}}}|64px|{ {{elite1}}}| link={{{elite1}}}]]Elite Four[{{{elite1}}}}{ {{elite1}}}]] {{elite1}}}]] {{elite1}}}]] [[File:{{{{elite2sprite}}}|64px| {{{elite2}}}|link={{{elite2}}}]]Elite Four[{{{elite2}}}}{ {{elite2}}}]] {{elite2}}}]] {{elite2}}}]] {{ {{ Four[{{elite3}}} | { {{elite3}}}]] {{elite3}}}]] {{elite3}}}]] {{ [[File:{{{{elite4sprite}}}}|64px| {{{elite4}}}|link={{{elite4}}}]]Elite
Four[{{{elite4}}}}{ {{elite4}}}]] {{elite4}}}]] {{elite4}}}]] {{ [[File:{{{championsprite}}}| {{{champion}}}|link={{champion}}}]]Champion [{{champion}}}}{ {{Champion}}}]] [[| League]] [[File:{{elite1sprite2}}}|64px|{ {{elite12}}}| link={{{elite12}}}]]Elite Four[{{{elite12}}}{ {{elite12}}}]] {{elite12}}}]] {{elite12}}}]] {{ [[File:{{{{elite2sprite2}}}|64px| {{{elite22}}}|link={{{elite22}}}]]Elite Four[{{{elite22}}|{
{{elite22}}}]] {{elite22}}}]] {{elite22}}}]] {{ [[File:{{{{elite3sprite2}}}|64px| {{elite32}}}|link={{{elite32}}}]]Elite Four[{{{elite32}}|{ {{elite32}}}]] {{elite32}}}]] {{elite32}}}]] {{ [[File:{{{{elite4sprite2}}}|64px| {{elite42}}}|link={{{elite42}}}]]Elite Four[{{{elite42}}|{ {{elite42}}}]] {{elite42}}}]] {{elite42}}}]] {{ [[File:{{{championsprite2}}}}| {{{champion2}}}|link={{{champion2}}}]]Champion [[{{champion2}}}}{
{{champion2}}}]] {{champion2}}}]] {{champion2}}}]] {{ Connecting points miara city location interactive map Location Miara Town Torren. The city of Miara is a small and quiet coastal city, located in the southern part of Torren. The city of Miara was the first settlement made in the Torren region, sailors who came from the south. Residential dwellings and installations in the town rest
on many small islands, which are connected by bridges. The city is accessible from the north through Route 8 and through the stormy seas from the south. The main attraction of the city is the Miara Museum, which contains many rare fossils and ancient artifacts. The city is also home to a shopping outpost that sees Pokemon in all thries change hands. Due to the proximity of
Miara City to the ocean, this is often the first place that tourists visit when arriving in Torren. Walking in the Museum While the player watches the Blue Orb, which takes place on the lower floor, Abyssal Cult leader Audrey will walk in and mean that the Blue Orb Museum is fake. Then she scans a really important artifact, the tidal bell, which is hidden in the secret section of the
screen case holding a fake blue orb. Before leaving, she challenges the player to battle the Vortex Islands. After audrey leaves, exit the museum through the door on the lower floor and then navigate south to reach the stormy seas. After defeating Audrey When the player returns to the city of Miara, a museum worker waits for the northern entrance / exit of the city. He will give the
player Poké Flute to wake Snorlax on route 8. Sightseeing Miara City Museum Some city residents note that the Miara Museum is an amazing place to learn and has many fossils and artifacts, including a rare Blue Orb. The entrance fee is 500. Fossil reviver NPC can be found here. Shopping center Many townspeople are excited about the deals offered in this place. A total of five
transactions are available to the player here, of which includes Delta Pokemon. Trade Outpost Home Article: Trade Outpost West Entrance to Stormy Seas Is Low Low with the sailor on it. Talking to a sailor allows the player to take the job to reach and clear the pirates from their trade outpost. Completing these tasks rewards the player with 3000, in addition to the various content
of the trade outpost. Miara Archaeological Site Main article: Miara Archaeological Site Cave entrance is located in the northeastern part of the city. It can only be accessed through surf. Aerodactylite can be obtained here in exchange for Old Amber. Poké Mart Items Product Place Revive ×2 Talk to an old lady on the southwestern island of Ultra Ball ×3 Talk to a lady in a house on
the northwestern island of Dawn Stone Talk with the southeastern island plum fossil house Speak to her husband on the right side of the museum's Big Pearl floor on the ground right to the left from miara archaeological site (hidden) Rawst Berry ×2 North-East Tree is located on the north-western island (hidden) in the North-East tree located on a garden island (hidden) chesto
berry north-east tree located on the southern island (hidden) Lum Berry North a western tree on the north-eastern island of Sitrus Berry in the North-West tree, located in the center of the island (hidden) pecha berry in the North-West tree on a garden island (hidden) rare candy in a southwestern tree located on the southwest island of (hidden) pokemon flute museum worker, as a
player leaves the city after defeating Audrey Pokemon Wild Pokemon can encounter surfing or fishing in the ocean around the city. When interacting with any TV in the city house, there is an opportunity to spawn Rotoma. Several Pokemon can be traded in the supermarket. Communicating with a cluster of flower beds in the north-east or northwest corner of the flower bed in front
of the garden island the girl will spawn the sunken. Trivia While one of the townspeople mentions that the mall offers Shiny Pokemon, none of the Pokemon traded player has a guaranteed ability to be shiny. Shiny.
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